President’s Taskforce for Online Learning and Services
November 8, 2010

Agenda

Reports:

Student Affairs and Enrollment Management
1. Enrollment: 49 students of which 22 are signed up for orientation.
   40 readmits of which 17 are signed up for orientation.
   47 new student apps of which 13 accepted/6 provisional
   19 B.GS. students transferring from on-ground to on-line

2. Admissions has new staff member engaged and is calling prospective students.

Academic Affairs

Nothing to report.

Financial Affairs

Fee assessment issues have been resolved.

University Advancement

Marketing continues in Macon and August with limited impact.
Slight bump in prospect numbers- some addresses appear to be from Augusta area.

Information Technology Services

Nothing to report.

Continued...
Discussion items:

1. Confirm the process these students should undergo to confirm they are public safety officials, and how they go about receiving the $250 rate.

   *It was determined that the Registrar will make available a form on the web for students who will complete and submit to Registrar for verification. Qualifying student information will be passed to Bursar for coding.*

   *It was also determined that Dr. Smith and Dr. Bartels would clarify rational and who qualifies for $250 tuition rate as “public safety” students. This will be brought back to the Taskforce for consideration, than passed onto President’s Cabinet.*

2. Discussion of tuition increases versus enrollment loss and revenue gain/loss scenarios.

   *There was much discussion on this topic. It was determined that the Registrar would provide a report on the number of courses coded as “Fully Online” for Fall 2010, Spring 2011, and Summer 2011 terms.*

3. How and when do we communicate tuition increases and exemptions to students?

   *It was determined that any communication with students must occur before February 21, 2011.*